
verbal feedback during virtual conferences
written feedback on assignments
numerical scores/ratings on particular assignments
data reports from online programs
emails to parents
discussion posts
video responses
audio recordings
other verbal or written communication

As we have worked to continue learning during the final part of the 2019-2020 school year, our goal has
been to implement an E-learning system that maintains a continuity of learning in partnership with parents
and guardians while continuing to prioritize connectedness and care for our students. During this time, we
have recognized the importance of creating learning plans that support continued learning while also
being flexible to meet the varied needs of families.  
 
Additionally, we know it has been important to monitor and communicate students' progress with our
families.  Our teachers have worked to adjust learning plans and provide support for individual students
and groups of students based on data and information collected just as they would do in the classroom to
guide their instruction.  Because there have been many factors impacting student performance during
E49, our teachers have focused on giving feedback rather than capturing grades. Feedback from teachers
has come in a variety of ways and is intended to provide students and parents with a picture of progress
being made.  Some examples of feedback provided by teachers include: 
 

 
When completing elementary fourth quarter report cards for the 2019-2020 school year, teachers will
include comments summarizing completion of the quarter rather than assigning numbers or letter grades
to rate specific performance levels in content areas.
 
We honor the work that our students have done and continue to do through their learning plans and the
support that parents are providing.  We truly appreciate the ongoing partnership between home and
school. This strong partnership has helped keep students emotionally and physically safe, engaged in
learning, and progressing forward during this unprecedented time.
 
Sincerely,

Dear Parents,

Amanda Maranville
Bennett Ranch Elementary
Principal

Michael Roth
Falcon Elementary
Principal

Sheehan Freeman-Todd
Meridian Ranch Elementary
Principal

Angela Rose
Woodmen Hills Elementary
Principal


